Chester County Prison
501 South Wawaset Road
West Chester, Pennsylvania 19382

Unacceptable Correspondence

Date: NOVEMBER 7, 2018

Inmate’s Name:
Inmate’s County Number:

X Your correspondence received today was returned to sender for the following reason.

☐ Your correspondence is being returned to you for the following reason.

☐ Envelopes, paper, Blank Greeting Cards, Pencils, Pens, Stamps, and/or Stationary are unacceptable.

XX Inmate is over the limit of pictures; the max is 10 per person. Pictures cannot be larger than 5x7. Nude or Lewd, explicit drawings and pictures/Cards are unauthorized. Laminated Pictures or Polaroid pictures are unacceptable. Copies of pictures off a computer are unacceptable unless they are on picture paper. Item(s) in the picture(s) are unacceptable. Laminated pictures; Children without clothing will be returned to sender, Gang related material, Any picture with 2 or more pictures within itself is considered picture sheets and/or a collage and is unacceptable.

☐ Unauthorized Enclosure: Stickers or Tape, Buttons, Plastic Cards, Made of Cotton/Cloth/Sponge/Fabric/String material, Flowers, Feathers, Credit Cards, Candy, Food, Perfume/Oils, Phone Cards, Voice or Musical Cards, talking cards, card(s) with lights, Plastic laminated items eect, Glass/iron/metal/wire objects, Wooden objects, Magnet, Greeting card is too large, Movie Tickets, CD/DVD, item(s) too large. Lottery Tickets, Board, Puzzle pages, medal bookmakers, Key Chain, Poster Size Cards, any artwork with glue and glitter, Maps, A Calendar or calendar pages, colored coloring book pages or colored with crayon or colored pencils, paint, chalk drawing or any unknown matter is not permitted. Hologram greeting cards, glasses cases are not permitted, applications for passports, greeting card w/ unknown material.

☐ Money Orders are the only currency authorized; cash /personal checks/ blank checks are unacceptable.

☐ All books, magazines, and newspapers, must be obtained from / Borders Bookstores / Barnes & Noble/ Christian book distributors / publishers / through subscription only. Prior approval is needed from the mailroom before receiving any of the above item(s). Books must be paperback. You are over your limits of books, magazines, and newspapers; the max is 10. This issue of the book/magazine was too explicit, or it may contain nude pictures. Binder is made with metal/wires. Internet print outs or copies (book pages, magazine pages, songs, sheet music, new paper clipping, jokes, ECT....) of items are unauthorized. This publication is NOT permitted, Due to content, (manipulation) your book was returned back to the publisher, NO third party books or catalogs, or booklets

☐ Items that can be purchase through the prison canteen are not permitted into the institution from an outside source.

☐ Others: NO LONGER ACCEPT AMAZON DELIVERIES OF ANY KIND AS OF MAY 1st, 2017
NO CORRESPONDENCE WITH INMATES FROM OTHER CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES
NO PERSONAL CLOTHING ACCEPTED, MUST BE PURCHASED AND SENT IN THRU THE PURCHASING COMPANY. WALMART FOR EXAMPLE
OUT OF COUNTY/ NOT CURRENTLY AT CHESTER COUNTY PRISON
RETURNED THROUGH: USPS-FEDEX-UPS – OTHER ( )

Returned by: CO1 WHITESIDE
STEPHANIE GONZALEZ